Featuring ALL exclusive tracks by 11 of our favorite artists.

From ?uestloves' Randy Watson Experience to the hotly tipped J*Davey the Rewind 5 cover versions include everyone from Fleetwood Mac to Prince, The Beach Boys to the Sylvers. The concept of the "Rewind!" compilation series is simple: Ubiquity's favorite artists cover their favorite tracks, revealing influences and bringing classic tunes up to date. Just as with Volume 4, this collection contains 100% cover versions made from scratch (no remixes or re-edits). Only this volume is all brand new, and all exclusive.

"What remixes should aspire to."
URB

"My favorite compilation series"
?UESTLOVE, THE ROOTS

"Wall of Fame"
FADER

1. Walk On By - El Michels Affair (Burt Bacharach)
2. Dreams - Black Shakespeare feat. Charlie Charles (Fleetwood Mac)
3. Handle It - The Rebirth (The Sylvers)
4. Dirty Love - J*Davey (Frank Zappa)
5. No Quarter - NuSpirit Helsinki (Led Zeppelin)
6. Be Still My Beating Heart - The Randy Watson Experience (Sting)
7. Ev'rybody Wants To Be A Cat - Psapp (The Aristocats)
8. Crazy You - Osunlade (Prince)
10. L'Abeille - Henrik Schwarz (Guem Et Zaka Percussion)
11. Caroline, No - Owusu and Hannibal (Beach Boys)

FOR FANS OF:
REWIND, THE BIG CHILL, BACK TO MINE, BLUE NOTE REMIXED, VERVE REMIXED

FILE UNDER:
ELECTRONIC, DANCE, SOUL

5% DISCOUNT UP TO 1 WEEK AFTER STREET DATE (CD ONLY)

RECOMMENDED UBIQUITY TITLES:

VARIOUS ARTISTS
BAY AREA FUNK 2
CD/DLP

NOMO
NEW TONES
CD/LP

NINO MOSCHELLA
THE FIX
CD/LP